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populated with traffic: oncoming traffic was created pseudo-randomly during the whole experiment and 

specifically at intersections. In some segments, there was also a car driving in front of the ego-vehicle, with 

the purpose of performing a car-following task and thus being able to determine time headway (THW). 

Traffic was programmed to drive adhering to speed limits for the whole drive, except on the motorway 

where traffic was less homogeneous, with some cars driving slower and others faster than the speed limit. 

On average, participants completed the drive in about 10 minutes.  

 

This route is illustrated in Figure 1. The figure also depicts sections of interest: while the participants’ 

behaviours were recorded throughout the whole drive, particular sections were identified and aimed at 

analysing behaviours depending on the context, as described in Section 2.4.1.  

 

Figure 1 

Map of the Experiment’s Route 
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2.2.3 Conditions 

A within-subjects design with three experimental conditions, Information, Assessment and Decision, and 

one control condition was used. In all experimental conditions, feedback was provided, differing in the 

stage of information processed. In the control condition, no feedback was given. The feedback pertained to 

the participants’ speed and the distance between their vehicle and the vehicle in front of them. For this 

purpose, a “feedback area” was positioned in the right-hand section of the dashboard, in the lower part of 

the central screen, showing two black squares where information could be displayed (as displayed in Figure 

2); one for each type of behaviour of interest. 
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Figure 2  

Simulator Set-Up Depicting the “Feedback Zone” on the Screen  

 
 

In the Information condition, the feedback presented a numerical value, specifically, their speed in km/h 

and the distance to the lead vehicle in metres. In the Assessment condition, the feedback provided an 

assessment of these behaviours, indicating whether they were violating traffic rules or not, indicated by 

either a thumbs up or thumbs down icon. And in the Decision condition, the feedback suggested a behaviour 

to adopt, by either showing the text “no change needed”, “slow down” or “increase distance”. The specific 

illustrations and choice of words were chosen after collecting the opinions of 28 people in a short 

questionnaire study, to assess the understandability of the feedback and the participants’ preferences. These 

are presented in Table 2.  

  

Table 2  

Feedback Images 
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Note. A numerical factual value was presented instead of ‘xx’ for the Information condition 

 

For the Information condition, the feedback continuously provided the driver with their current speed (in 

km/h) and the distance to the car ahead (in metres), when applicable. For conditions Assessment and 

Decision, the positive feedback was displayed at the start of the drive and would switch to the negative 

feedback if a threshold was exceeded. For speed, this threshold was when the speed was over the speed 

limit + 5.4 km/h (1.5 m/s), and for distance, the threshold was when the time headway (i.e., the distance 

headway divided by the ego vehicle’s speed) was less than 1.2 s. To prevent abrupt changes between 

positive and negative feedback, possibly leading to flashing images, a dead band was introduced by a second 

threshold. The speed had to be below the speed limit + 0.5 m/s, and the time headway (THW) greater than 

1.3 s to resume the positive feedback.  

 

2.2.4 Recorded driving performance data 

The two main variables of this experiment are speed and time headway (THW), presented as ‘distance’ to 

the participants. Both variables were recorded continuously throughout the drive. Based on that data, several 

dependent measures were computed, including average THW and speed, standard deviations of THW and 

speed, maximum and minimum THW and speed, and percentage of time below the recommended THW of 

2 s or above the speed limit. To only keep relevant data, moments when the speed was < 3 km/h were 

removed, and the THW was analysed when it was below 100 s.  
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Furthermore, based on the speed and THW, feedback-related measures were computed: the percentage of 

time the positive feedback was displayed (i.e. when the behaviour was on the “correct” side of the threshold) 

and the number of times negative feedback was triggered. These measures were also computed for the 

Control and Information conditions, although the presence of a threshold in those conditions was not made 

explicit to the participant. 

  

2.2.5 Self-reported data 

In addition to performance data, self-reports were used to collect demographic information, attitudes 

concerning their driving and the feedback, and the mental effort and the situation awareness experienced 

during the drives.  

 

Demographics included age, age of obtaining the first driving licence, nationality, primary mode of 

transport, and average annual mileage. Opinions on driving were collected with 7-point Likert-scale items 

from 1 (strongly agree) to 7 (strongly agree), assessing: whether participants enjoy driving a car, whether 

they think they are good drivers, whether they would judge themselves as better drivers than the average 

driver, and if they believe there is room for improvement when it comes to their driving ability. The 

questionnaire also included two Likert-scale items probing respondents’ propensity of risk-taking, 

specifically, the acceptability of driving a little faster if one considers themselves a good driver, and the 

appropriateness of continuing to drive when traffic lights change from green to yellow. Technology affinity 

was also assessed with an adapted, shortened version of the Affinity for Technology Interaction (ATI) scale 

(Franke, Attig & Wessel, 2019). After the experiment, participants were asked whether they sometimes 

have difficulties assessing their speed, and the distance to a car in front of them.  

 

Opinions on the speed and distance feedback were collected after each drive: whether participants found 

the feedback useful, whether they found it easy to understand, and whether they would like to have this 

kind of feedback in their own car. For these six items, a slider scale was used, ranging from 0 (not at all) to 

100 (very much). Opinions on the three types of feedback were also collected at the end of the experiment: 

usefulness on a slider scale from 0 (not useful at all) to 100 (very useful), as well as the intent to use the 

feedback if it was available in the participants’ cars, using a slider scale from 0 (no chance of using the 

feedback) to 100 (definite intention to use the feedback). Participants were also asked to rank the three 

types of feedback, based on their preference, at the end of the experiment.  

 

The subjective mental effort for each condition was assessed using the Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME; 

Zijlstra & Doorn, 1985) after each ride: participants could indicate their mental effort on a scale from 0 
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(absolutely no effort) to 150 (more than extreme effort). After all the rides, the subjective mental effort was 

assessed again per condition, using a slider scale ranging from 0 (no effort at all) to 100 (the biggest effort). 

Similarly, the situation awareness was assessed with three questions inspired by the Situational Awareness 

Rating Technique (SART; Taylor, 2017) and adapted to fit the driving activity. For example, one question 

was “How much were you concentrating on the road situations? Were you concentrating a lot (High) or a 

little (Low)?”, and was rated by participants from 1 (low) to 7 (high). 

 

The questionnaire in its entirety is included in the Supplementary Material.  

 

2.3 Procedure  

After receiving information about the study, specifying that the study concerned feedback on driving, and 

after giving their informed consent, participants started the experiment with a practice drive, in which they 

had to complete the entire route presented in Figure 1. They were instructed to follow the signs to go to the 

city “Venekerk”, and were told that this route would take them through a rural area, a small village and 

then on a motorway and that they could stop the car at a parking area, after the exit lane of the motorway. 

They were also instructed to drive as they would drive in the real world. The feedback was not mentioned, 

nor were participants asked to follow the traffic rules. Upon completing the practice drive, and if they 

agreed to pursue the experiment, they completed a 15-minute questionnaire and proceeded with the 

experimental part of the study: four drives were completed on the same route again. Participants had to fill 

out a short questionnaire between each drive and after the four drives. 

 

The order of the four conditions was randomised using a balanced Latin-square design (e.g., Edwards, 

1951). A Latin square design was originally generated, but to avoid carryover effects (Kim & Stein, 2009), 

the conditions were also randomised by row and by column, obtaining a balanced Latin-square design. 

Thirty different conditions orders were then computed.  

 

2.4 Data analysis 

 

2.4.1 Driving performance data  

Two participants were excluded from the driving performance analysis: the first participant had missed a 

turn in one of the conditions, before making a U-turn to rejoin the route, making the ride not comparable to 

the other three. The second participant showed aberrant and inconsistent performance across conditions, 

with for example a standard deviation of their average speed on the motorway of 25.1 km/h, against an 

average of 2.0 km/h for the other participants, and was therefore excluded. All the other participants were 
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included in the analysis, even for example if their speed far exceeded the limits, as their behaviour remained 

consistent throughout the conditions. The final sample size for the driving performance data was n = 27. 

 

The variables presented above (Section 2.2.4) were analysed using repeated measures analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with feedback conditions as a factor. A p-value of .05 or under was considered significant, and 

effect sizes were interpreted according to Cohen’s guidelines (1988). When the repeated measures ANOVA 

yielded a significant result, further analyses were conducted using planned contrasts: indeed, when specific 

research questions and hypotheses are formulated a priori, contrasts can be used to answer these questions 

(Bewick et al., 2004; Furr & Rosenthal, 2003) and avoid Type III errors (Haans, 2018). The first question 

was whether one of the feedback conditions affected the variable compared to the baseline level, and was 

answered using simple contrast analysis (i.e., each feedback condition was compared to the control 

condition). The second question was whether, compared to the average behaviour, a condition yielded 

different results, and was answered using deviation contrasts (i.e., each condition was compared to the 

average of all four conditions). 

 

These analyses were conducted for both speed and THW on the whole drive. Additionally, as depicted in 

Figure 1, specific sections of interest were identified. Speed was also analysed  

(1) in a rural area limited at 80 km/h (from 150 to 850 m after the start of the ride, titled ‘Section 1’),  

(2) in an urban area limited at 50 km/h (from 3600 to 4500 m, titled ‘Section 3’), and  

(3) on a motorway limited at 100 km/h (from 8500 to 10500 m, titled ‘Section 5’).  

THW was also analysed  

(1) in an urban area (from 1500 to 2700 m, titled ‘Section 2’), and 

(2) on a motorway (from 6000 to 8000 m, titled ‘Section 4’), two sections where a car drove in front of the 

participant. 

 

2.4.2 Self-reported experiential data  

All 29 participants were included in the analysis of the self-reports. Their opinions and attitudes were 

collected as described above, but the method of self-reporting led to 8.5% of missing data (167 missing 

values, out of a total of 1972). Missing data were imputed using the KNN imputation for the nearest 

neighbour row, allowing repeated measures ANOVA to be conducted on these results.  

 

An acceptability score was computed for each feedback type based on the attitudes questions. This 

acceptability score is an average of the three scores to the questions asked immediately after each ride 

(usefulness, understandability, and whether participants would like to have this feedback) and the two 
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scores to the questions asked at the end of the experiment (usefulness and intent to use). The acceptability 

score had a potential range of 0 to 100. To compare the acceptability of the different types of feedback, a 

two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used with feedback conditions (information, assessment, 

decision) and type of behaviour (speed, THW) as factors.  

 

3. Results 

 

3.1 Driving performance results  

 

3.1.1 Speed and THW on the whole drive 

 

Average Speed and THW 

On average, participants drove 67.5 km/h (SD = 4.6), and more specifically, on average 67.7 km/h (SD = 

4.4) in the Control condition, 67.9 km/h (SD = 4.6) in the Information condition, 67.7 km/h (SD = 4.9) in 

the Assessment condition and 66.8 km/h (SD = 4.3) in the Decision condition. The repeated measure 

ANOVA revealed no significant difference (F(3,78) = 1.60, p = .196, η2 = .058) between conditions, yet 

indicating a small to medium effect size for a repeated-measure ANOVA. The speed in all conditions is 

plotted against the travelled distance driven in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3 

Mean speed Across Participants as a Function of Travelled Distance, for Each of the Four Experimental 

Conditions 
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Note. The horizontal dotted lines represent the speed limits on that portion of the route. The grey-shaded backgrounds 

represent portions of the route where car-following took place.  

 

The average THW was not significantly different across conditions (F(3,78) = 1.68, p = .178, η2 = .061): 

4.6 s (SD = 1.0) in the Control condition, 4.7 s (SD = 1.5) in the Information condition, 4.8 s (SD = 1.3) in 

the Assessment condition and 5.0 s (SD = 1.2) in the Decision condition.  

 

Standard Deviation of Speed and THW 

The participants’ average SD of speed was significantly different across conditions (F(3,78) = 4.19, p = 

.008, η2 = .139). The average SD of speed was 24.6 km/h (SD = 1.5) in the Control condition, 25.0 km/h 

(SD = 1.2) in the Information condition, 24.8 km/h (SD = 1.3) in the Assessment condition and 24.2 km/h 

(SD = 1.2) in the Decision condition. The simple contrast analysis revealed no significant differences, while 

the deviation contrasts analysis revealed that the SD of speed was significantly higher (0.37 km/h) in the 

Information condition than in the overall average SD (t(78) = 2.57, p = .012) and that the SD of speed was 

lower (0.43 km/h) in the Decision condition (t(78) = -3.03, p = .003).  

 

The standard deviations of THW were not statistically significantly different across conditions (F(3,78) = 

0.06, p = .980, η2 = .002), with an average SD of 5.1 s in the Control, Information and Assessment conditions 

and 5.2 s in the Decision condition.  
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Maximum Speed and Minimum THW 

Differences were found in the maximum speed (F(3,78) = 3.87, p = .012, η2 = .130). The simple contrast 

analysis revealed no significant difference, and the deviation contrast analysis revealed that the maximum 

speed was higher in the Information condition (t(78) = 2.91, p = .005) with an average maximum speed of 

106.9 km/h (SD = 7.2), and lower in the Decision condition (t(78) = -2.63, p = .010) with an average 

maximum speed of 104.2 km/h (SD = 5.0). 

 

No significant differences were found in minimum THW (F(3,78) = 0.14, p = .936, η2 = .005) across 

conditions. 

 

Comparison to the limits 

The comparison between the percentage of time participants drove above the speed limit differed 

significantly, F(3,78) = 3.96, p = .011, η2 = .132. Participants were above the speed limit for 22.1% (SD = 

15.4) of the drive in the Control condition, 26.1% (SD = 16.0) in the Information condition, 24.3% (SD = 

15.9) in the Assessment condition and 20.1% (SD = 13.0) in the Decision condition. The simple contrast 

analysis indicated one significant difference: the time spent above the speed limit was significantly higher 

(4.1%) in the Information condition than in the Control condition (t(78) = 2.18, p = .033). Deviation contrast 

analysis revealed that the percentage of time above the speed limit was higher in the Information condition 

(t(78) = 2.60, p = .011), and lower in the Decision condition (t(78) = -2.67, p = .009). 

 

The percentage of time under the recommended THW (i.e., under 2 s) yielded a significant difference in 

the repeated measures ANOVA (F(3,78) = 2.78, p = .047, η2 = .097); participants were under the THW 

limit for 19.7% (SD = 16.0) of the drive in the Control condition, 23.2% (SD = 19.7) in the Information 

condition, 17.7% (SD = 15.7) in the Assessment condition and 15.9% (SD = 11.5) in the Decision condition. 

The simple contrast analysis revealed no statistical differences, and the deviation contrast analysis revealed 

that the percentage of time under the limit was significantly higher (4.0%) in the Information condition 

(t(78) = 2.50, p = .014) than the average of all conditions. These results are illustrated in Figure 2, with 

standard deviation error bars.  

 

Figure 2 

Percentage of Time Exceeding the Limits Depending on the Feedback Condition and the Behaviour Type 
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3.1.2 Speed and THW in specific sections  

Speed was investigated in three sections: a rural area (‘Section 1’), which yielded no significant differences 

(F(3,78) = 1.14, p = .337, η2 = .042), an urban area (‘Section 3’), which also yielded no significant 

differences (F(3,78) = 1.52, p = .215, η2 = .055), and a motorway area (‘Section 5’), which led to significant 

differences in the average speed (F(3,78) = 5.15, p = .003, η2 = .165). On this particular section of the 

motorway, the average speed was 100.2 km/h (SD = 4.9) in the Control condition, 101.5 km/h (SD = 3.8) 

in the Information condition, 99.9 km/h (SD = 4.1) in the Assessment condition, and 99.0 km/h (SD = 2.9) 

in the Decision condition. The simple contrast analysis indicated one significant difference: the average 

speed was significantly higher (1.3 km/h) in the Information condition than in the Control condition (t(78) 

= 2.04, p = .044). Deviation contrast analysis indicated that the average speed was significantly higher (1.4 

km/h) in the Information condition than the average (t(78) = 3.42, p = .001) and 1.2 km/h lower in the 

Decision condition (t(78) = -2.93, p = .005). 

 

The analysis of the average THW revealed no significant differences, neither in the rural area (‘Section 2’; 

F(3,78) = 1.43, p = .239, η2 = .052) nor in the motorway area (‘Section 4’; F(3,78) = 0.49, p = .687, η2 = 

.019). The average THW was 6.4 s for Section 2, and 3.7 s for Section 4. 

 

3.1.3 Other variables  

 

Percentage of negative feedback 
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The comparison of the percentages of time participants received negative feedback on speed revealed no 

significant differences (F(3,78) = 2.57, p = .060, η2 = .090). Note that although participants in the Control 

condition received no feedback and those in the Information condition received only neutral feedback, we 

estimated the virtual negative feedback that hypothetically would have been provided in these conditions 

using the same thresholds as used for the negative feedback in the Assessment and Decision conditions. 

Participants received, on average, negative feedback for 8.2% (SD = 11.0) of the drive in the Control 

condition, 9.0% (SD = 11.1) in the Information condition, 6.3% (SD = 9.1) in the Assessment condition and 

4.9% (SD = 4.7) in the Decision condition.  

 

The percentage of negative feedback for the THW was also found to be not statistically different across 

conditions (F(3,78) = 2.01, p = .119, η2 = .072). Participants received negative feedback for 6.8% (SD = 

12.7) of the drive in the Control condition, 7.3% (SD = 13.4) in the Information condition, 4.6% (SD = 9.7) 

in the Assessment condition and 3.5% km/h (SD = 3.3) in the Decision condition.  

 

Number of triggers of negative feedback 

The number of times the speed feedback turned negative was not significantly different between conditions 

(F(3,78) = 0.33, p = .802, η2 = .013). On average, the feedback turned negative 4.0 times (SD = 3.0) in the 

Control condition, 4.4 times (SD = 3.3) in the Information condition, 4.3 times (SD = 3.1) in the Assessment 

condition and 4.1 times (SD = 2.8) in the Decision condition. 

 

Similarly, the number of times the THW feedback turned negative was not significantly different across 

conditions (F(3,78) = 0.50, p = .685, η2 = .019). On average, the feedback turned negative 2.1 times (SD = 

1.6) in the Control condition, 2.2 times (SD = 1.3) in the Information condition, 2.0 times (SD = 1.6) in the 

Assessment condition and 2.3 times (SD = 1.3) in the Decision condition. 

 
3.2 Self-reported results 
 
3.2.1 Attitudes and acceptability of the feedback 
Attitudes about the feedback were collected both immediately after participants experienced the feedback 

and after the experiment, on slider scales ranging from 0 (not at all) to 100 (very much). The mean scores 

and standard deviations of these items are presented in Table 3 for the feedback on Speed, and in Table 4 

for the feedback on THW. 

 

In terms of speed-related feedback, the Information feedback was preferred overall, with an average 

acceptability score of 70.4, against 60.4 and 52.1 for the Assessment and Decision feedback. The 
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Information feedback received the highest rating on understandability, desire to have the feedback, intent 

to use if all options were available and usefulness when asked at the end of the experiment.  

 

Regarding distance-related feedback, no such pattern was found as no condition stood out as the preferred. 

Acceptability scores averaged around 50, in the middle of the scale from 0 to 100; indicating in this context 

that participants are neither positive or negative about the THW feedback. The Decision feedback was rated 

slightly higher on its usefulness and desire to have the feedback.  

 

Table 3  

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of Attitudes Items (Range 0–100) on the Speed Feedback 

 
Note. Statistical differences were investigated with RM ANOVA and are indicated with * when p < .05, ** when p < 

.01 and *** when p < .001.  

 

 

Table 4 

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of Attitudes Items (Range 0–100) on the THW Feedback 
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Note. No significant differences were found between conditions.   

 

Acceptability scores were further analysed with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA, which indicated a 

significant effect for one of the factors: the type of behaviour targeted yielded differences (F(1,28) = 12.9, 

p = .001, η2 = .049), but not the condition (F(2,56) = 0.89, p = .418, η2 = .019). Feedback, regardless of the 

condition, was preferred when it related to speed than THW (p = .001, 95% C.I. = [3.6; 13.1]). 

 

The interaction effect was also significant: F(2,56) = 12.1, p < .001, η2 = .068. The post hoc analysis of the 

interaction effect, using the Bonferroni correction, revealed that three pairs are significantly different: (1) 

the Information feedback was preferred when it related to speed that to THW (p < .001, 95% C.I. = [9.8; 

31.8]), (2) the Information feedback on speed was preferred to the Assessment feedback on THW (p = .032, 

95% C.I. = [0.8; 33.8]) and (3) when it related to speed, the Information feedback was preferred to the 

Decision feedback (p = .014, 95% C.I. = [2.1; 34.4]). These results are illustrated in Figure 3, with standard 

deviation error bars.  

 

Figure 3  

Acceptability Scores (range 0-100) Depending on the Condition and the Type of Behaviour 
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The average rank, from 1 (most preferred) to 3 (least preferred), was 1.57 (SD = 0.68) for the Speed 

feedback and 2.48 (SD = 1.33) for the THW feedback in the Information condition. In the Assessment 

condition, it was 2.24 (SD = 0.94) for the Speed feedback and 2.38 (SD = 1.36) for THW feedback, and in 

the Decision condition, the ranks were 2.19 (SD = 0.68) for Speed feedback and 2.67 (SD = 0.73) for THW 

feedback.  

 

3.2.2 Impact of feedback on mental effort and situation awareness 

 

The mental effort, evaluated on the RSME ranging from 0 to 150 directly after each ride, yielded scores of 

45.7 (SD = 25.0) in the Control condition, 45.9 (SD = 23.9) in the Information condition, 45.5 (SD = 23.6) 

in the Assessment condition and 46.7 (SD = 23.5) in the Decision condition. These results are not 

statistically different (F(3,84) = 0.08, p = .971, η2 = .003). At the end of the experiment, the mental effort 

was assessed again, on a scale from 0 to 100: 43.2 (SD = 22.8) in the Control condition, 45.2 (SD = 23.1) 

in the Information condition, 40.7 (SD = 24.2) in the Assessment condition and 41.0 (SD = 26.2) in the 

Decision condition, all found to not be statistically different (F(3,84) = 0.84, p = .476, η2 = .029).  

 

The situation awareness was first assessed directly after each ride, on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (least 

aware) to 7 (most aware). The results are not statistically different (F(3,84) = 0.34, p = .798, η2 = .012): the 

average score was 4.7 (SD = 0.9) in the Control condition, 4.8 (SD = 0.8) in the Information condition, 4.7 

(SD = 0.7) in the Assessment condition, and 4.7 (SD = 0.8) in the Decision condition. Similarly to the 

mental effort variable, the situation awareness was assessed again at the end of the experiment with a scale 

from 0 to 100: 64.2 (SD = 24.7) in the Control condition, 58.4 (SD = 24.2) in the Information condition, 
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54.1 (SD = 23.4) in the Assessment condition and 54.5 (SD = 24.7) in the Decision condition; which also 

yielded no statistical difference (F(3,81) = 2.71, p = .051, η2 = .091).  
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4. Discussion  
 
This driving simulator study aimed to investigate the stage of information processing required when 

receiving feedback on driver behaviour. Specifically, we sought to determine whether providing a piece of 

information alone, an assessment of that information, or a decision based on that assessment would yield 

different driving outcomes, and which approach would better support drivers in their tasks. This research 

interest was grounded in the assumption that providing feedback affects behaviour, as was observed for 

example by Abrahamse et al. (2005) on household energy conservation and De Waard et al. (1999) on 

traffic violations.  

 

The first result of the study is the similarity of behaviours in all four conditions in the control as well as 

feedback conditions. Providing feedback had no apparent effect on the two behaviours of interest, speed 

and time headway (THW). Still, other behavioural variables yielded differences between feedback 

conditions. This was the case, for example, for the standard deviation of speed, the maximum speed, the 

time above speed limits, time under the recommended THW, and the speed on the motorway section. For 

most of these measures, it turned out that the Information condition yielded, in terms of safety, worse 

behaviour and the Decision condition yielded better behaviour. These two main findings—the non-

significant effect of feedback conditions on speed and THW and the significant effect on other behavioural 

variables—will be discussed here, as well as the results from the self-reports. 

 

The first result of the study is the apparent null effect of feedback on speed and THW. This finding points 

to the difficulty of inducing observable behaviour change with feedback. Although both target behaviours 

did not differ significantly across conditions, the eta squared values (η2 = .058 for speed and η2 = .061 for 

THW) indicate medium effects (Cohen, 1988), suggesting that a larger sample size may be needed. 

Additionally, a significant speed change was observed on the motorway with a large effect size (η2 = .165) 

and a maximum difference in mean speed of 2.5 km/h between conditions. Thus, providing feedback had a 

limited but non-negligible effect: a change of 2.5 km/h, especially in a zone limited to 100 km/h, has an 

impact on crash reduction (approximately 7.5% reduction according to Mazureck & Van Hattem, 2006). 

Our relatively small effects may be unexpected considering a recent questionnaire study by Ge et al. (2023), 

in which a significant difference in self-reported behavioural intentions was observed among 110 

participants between feedback conditions similar to those used in this study. Thus, it seems that neither 

behavioural intentions nor feedback alone may reliably lead to meaningful behavioural change. 
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The limited effect of feedback alone, i.e., without specific instructions or incentives, has been noted before. 

For example, Marciano et al. (2015) investigated the effect of overt and covert speed cameras and of 

immediate feedback and observed no speed improvement due solely to immediate feedback. Furthermore, 

Mullen et al. (2015) conducted an on-road study in which they examined the effect of feedback and of a 

token economy (i.e., monetary incentive) on speeding behaviour. The results not only showed no difference 

between the feedback-only and control conditions but also indicated similar and better behaviours in the 

token economy coupled with feedback and token-only conditions. In other words, providing an incentive, 

even without feedback, yielded behaviour change, contrary to providing feedback without an incentive. The 

same conclusion was reached by Bolderdijk et al. (2011) in a study investigating the effect of a Pay-As-

You-Drive (PAYD) scheme on speed choice. They found that a combination of feedback and incentive was 

effective in reducing speeds. However, they reported that the effect was most likely due to the incentive 

alone, as the majority of their participants did not log in to the website to access their feedback. It could be 

inferred that participants received virtually no feedback and their knowledge of the incentive alone was 

enough to change their behaviour. Considering that many studies on the effect of (real-time) feedback on 

driving performance also include incentives or rewards (e.g., Dijksterhuis et al., 2015, 2016; Masello et al., 

2023; Mazureck & Van Hattem, 2006), it seems reasonable to infer that the effect of incentives on behaviour 

could have been misattributed to the potential effect of feedback. Whether the lack of studies involving 

real-time feedback alone is due to publication bias or due to a limited research interest remains to be 

determined.  

 

The limited effect of feedback, taken into consideration together with the more flagrant effect of incentives, 

indicates how drivers can be guided toward behaviour change. Indeed, based on the studies from Mullen et 

al., (2015) and Bolderdijk et al. (2011), as well as the primary result of the current simulator experiment, it 

seems that providing external motivation leads to behavioural change while providing feedback that could 

help drivers, at the very least with self-assessment or assessing the situation, only has limited effect. This 

statement is also supported by the disappearing long-term effect of most safety interventions: for as long as 

incentives are present, behaviours typically improve, but the effects withdraw as the external motivation 

does as if no learning has been done (see e.g., Mazureck & Van Hattem, 2006). Speeding should therefore 

be considered more of a motivational issue than a capability one, and the same logic could be extended to 

other risky driving behaviours. As an example, Pampel et al. (2018) brought to light that people know how 

to drive eco-friendly and can opt for it when requested, but that they would return back to ‘everyday’ driving 

after some time or when their mental workload increases. It could be argued that a similar pattern exists for 

safe driving: people know how to drive safely, but without incentives or external motivation, it is not a 

long-lasting mental model.  
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When considered through this lens, observing only limited behavioural change due to feedback could have 

been expected, especially with regard to consciously controllable behaviours such as speeding and THW, 

for which participants did not indicate having difficulties assessing their own behaviour. It can be 

hypothesised that on such behaviours, participants felt knowledgeable and able enough not to necessitate 

support, and there is only little margin for the feedback to have an effect. 

 

When feedback conditions yielded different behaviour, it most often followed a certain pattern: the 

Information condition yielded worse behaviour (specifically on the standard deviation of speed, maximum 

speed, time spent above the speed limits and under the THW recommendation), the Assessment condition 

did not differ even once from the Control condition, and the Decision condition yielded better behaviour 

(specifically on the standard deviation of speed, maximum speed and the time spent above the speed limits). 

Better and worse behaviours are determined as follows: a higher speed SD is considered more dangerous 

as speed fluctuations can reduce safety margins, a higher maximum speed is also considered more 

dangerous, as is more time spent above speed or THW limits. The differences found between feedback 

conditions, and moreover, the pattern observed, indicate an effect of the stages of information processing.  

 

The nuances of this pattern of results are as follows. First, with respect to the results of the Assessment 

condition, providing drivers with an assessment of their behaviour did not have any effect compared to a 

control condition. While speed limits were easily inferred from numerous speed signs, the Assessment 

condition continuously provided drivers with more information than their speedometer. This result seems 

to point to the fact that their assessment (i.e., comparing their speed to the speed limits) was already 

functional. In fact, this result is in line with elements developed earlier in this discussion: it indicates that 

the participants already knew whether their behaviour was good or bad, perhaps in the same way people 

know how to drive in an eco-friendly manner (Pampel, 2018). Second, the Information condition yielded 

worse behaviour, which could be an example of behavioural adaptation (Smiley & Rudin-Brown, 2020): it 

can be hypothesised that providing a numerical value for the speed changed the basis on which participants 

made their assessment, possibly making them feel safer, and causing an increase in more dangerous 

behaviour. Third and last, the Decision condition was the most effective in inducing positive behaviour 

change and could be explained by two mechanisms. It could be, first, evidence of a failure in the association 

between dangerous behaviour and a need for behaviour change: informing participants that their actual 

behaviour is not conforming did not have any effect compared to not informing them (as was done in the 

Assessment condition), but instructing them to follow a specific behaviour when their behaviour was not 

conforming had little effect. It could also be evidence of more social phenomena, such as social desirability 
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or instructions compliance, as it was made more clear what was expected from the participants in the 

Decision condition.  

 

Interestingly, the condition that yielded the best behavioural results also yielded the worst attitudinal results: 

while all feedback conditions were rated the same for the THW variable, for the speed variable, the results 

differed with the Information condition being the preferred feedback and the Decision condition the least 

liked. This suggests a trade-off between experiential and instrumental outcomes, similar to Degirmenci and 

Breitner (2023). During the informal debriefing of the experiment, participants primarily expressed their 

dislike of being told what to do, with some mentioning that they felt more capable than their car in deciding 

the best behaviour to adopt. This element could be a shortcoming of Decision-oriented feedback: the 

credibility of the feedback and of its issuer are main predictors of effectiveness (Poulos & Mahony, 2008). 

Another potential shortcoming could be the exclusion of the driver from the decision-making process, 

which could possibly reduce situation awareness (De Winter et al., 2014), although the feedback in this 

experiment did not statistically significantly impact the participants’ self-reported situation awareness. In 

fact, the feedback seemed to not have negative - nor positive - consequences either in terms of mental effort 

or situation awareness. 

 
5. Conclusion  
 

This experiment entails two main findings: the limited effect that feedback alone has on speed and THW, 

resulting from risky behaviour being a motivational issue rather than a capability one, and the importance 

of the stage of information processing of the feedback. From an ergonomics viewpoint, it seemed that 

suggesting a behaviour was the best approach (Forzy, 2004) as a way to keep the driver in the control loop. 

However, the main drawback of this approach is that it does not directly affect motivation. Future research 

should focus on identifying ways to appeal to safer behaviour, either through changing risk perception, 

possibly using feedback, or through incentives, as it has been proven more effective. Identifying risks and 

risky behaviour seems to not be an issue for drivers, but risks are too often considered acceptable on the 

roads (see e.g., Molin & Brookhuis, 2006, on the influence of beliefs regarding speeding on the acceptability 

of Intelligent Speed Adaptation).  

 

As a result, the recommendations for future safety interventions are: (1) to assist drivers in associating road 

risks with a need for behavioural change, either by altering risk perception and beliefs or by providing 

external motivation for this behavioural change; and (2) to suggest a behaviour to adopt when providing 

feedback, as it has proven to be the most effective stage of information processing to provide drivers with. 
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